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TI Services

- Services for **accredited teams** only:
  - Restricted website with detailed team information
  - 4-month active maintenance cycle on team information
  - CSV files with contact data for PDA’s and laptops
  - Automatic registration and maintenance of IRT objects
  - Up-to-date PGP keyring
  - PGP key signing by TI
  - Trusted mailinglists for information exchange and discussion
Status update (i)

# CSIRTs in TI repository

- Listed
- Accreditation candidate
- Accredited

Status update (ii)

# "Accredited" CSIRTs

- NREN
- Commercial
- Gov&Mil
- Other
Status update (iii)

- Removed accredited teams
  - CERT-Intexxia (France, commercial service provider)
- New accredited teams since February 2002
  - GRNET-CERT (Greek NREN)
  - ACOnet-CERT (Austrian NREN)
  - CISCO-PSIRT (CISCO Products, international)
- Current accreditation candidates
  - Might be your team 😊

Team Meetings / Reviews

- Accredited-teams meeting (Sep. 2002, Syros)
  - Renewed TI Review Board
  - First meeting notes
  - Subsequent discussions
    → Next meeting will be in Amsterdam
  - Information Sharing
  - RIPE IRT Objects for non-accredited teams
- Review board meeting (May 2003, Warsaw)
  → Report by Karel Vietsch
Work in progress (i)

Done:
• Invitation Package rewritten (total rewrite to make it more concise and readable)
• Terminology change in trusted mailinglist and introduction of new trusted info-sharing list
• PGP key signing by TI of
  – accredited teams’ representative keys
  – accredited team keys

Nearly done:
• Relaunch of TI website (test.stelvio.nl)

Work in progress (ii)

• Ongoing: registration of RIPE DB IRT objects for accredited teams
  – 5 teams piloted until Dec 2002: several problems solved
  – Retro-registration since Jan 2003
  – Problems with TI <-> RIPE NCC process solved
  – Teams are registered team-by-team, one at a time
Pointers

https://www.ti.terena.nl

Contacts:
• ti@stelvio.nl